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First-principles extrapolation method for accurate CO adsorption energies on metal surfaces
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We show that a simple first-principles correction based on the difference between the singlet-triplet CO
excitation energy values obtained by density-functional theory~DFT! and high-level quantum chemistry meth-
ods yields accurate CO adsorption properties on a variety of metal surfaces. We demonstrate a linear relation-
ship between the CO adsorption energy and the CO singlet-triplet splitting, similar to the linear dependence of
CO adsorption energy on the energy of the CO 2p* orbital found recently@Kresseet al., Phys. Rev. B68,
073401~2003!#. Converged DFT calculations underestimate the CO singlet-triplet excitation energyDES-T,
whereas coupled-cluster and configuration-interaction~CI! calculations reproduce the experimentalDES-T.
The dependence ofEchem on DES-T is used to extrapolateEchem for the top, bridge, and hollow sites for the
~100! and ~111! surfaces of Pt, Rh, Pd, and Cu to the values that correspond to the coupled cluster and CI
DES-T value. The correction reproduces experimental adsorption site preference for all cases and obtainsEchem

in excellent agreement with experimental results.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.161401 PACS number~s!: 68.43.Bc, 68.43.Fg, 71.15.Dx
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I. INTRODUCTION

The chemisorption of carbon monoxide on transiti
metal surfaces is regarded as a prototypical system for
study of molecule-surface interactions and has been inten
studied theoretically and experimentally.1 For first-principles
theoretical studies, density-functional theory~DFT! with the
generalized gradient approximation~GGA! for the exchange-
correlation functional has emerged as the method of cho
and DFT-GGA studies have significantly advanced und
standing of surface phenomena.2,3

Despite these successes, two of the most basic prope
of CO-metal surface interactions—the chemisorption ene
and the preferred adsorption site—cannot be reliably p
dicted by DFT calculations. Theoretical CO chemisorpti
energies obtained by the widely used PW91~Ref. 4! and
PBE ~Ref. 5! functionals are significantly higher than expe
mental values, sometimes by as much as 0.4 eV~Ref. 6!
~30%!. The RPBE functional6 does improve the adsorptio
energetics, but at the expense of lower accuracy in m
lattice constants and a severe underestimation of surface
ergies. Even more importantly, neither PBE nor RPBE c
culations can correctly predict the relative energet
of the high symmetry sites, favoring the more coordina
bridge and hollow sites over the top site, and result
in a wrong site preference in a number of systems. This
first discussed by Feibelmanet al.7 where a variety of
DFT-GGA methodologies and codes predicted adsorptio
the fcc or hcp hollow site to be preferred over the expe
mentally preferred top site adsorption on the Pt~111! surface
at low coverage. Since then this ‘‘puzzle’’ has be
addressed8–11 and the DFT-GGA inaccuracy traced to th
incorrect description of CO electronic structure and bo
breaking.

Grinberget al. showed that the inaccuracy in site prefe
ence was due to the poor treatment of CO bond breaking
GGA functionals. Analyzing the CO electronic structure, G
et al. found that PBE and B3LYP~Refs. 12,13! functionals
0163-1829/2004/69~16!/161401~4!/$22.50 69 1614
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place the unfilled CO 2p* orbital too low in energy. This
makes it too close in energy to the metald band, which
results in an unrealistic strengthening of the 2p*-d-band
bonding interaction. More recently, Kresse and co-worke11

used DFT calculations of varying accuracy and showed
a linear relationship exists between the difference of top
hollow site chemisorption energies for CO on Pt~111! and the
gas-phase energy of the CO 2p* orbital.

By using a GGA1 U type functional, Kresseet al.11

were able to adjust the energetic position of the gas-ph
CO 2p* orbital, restoring the correct prediction tha
top site adsorption is preferred on Pt~111!. However, the
‘‘correct’’ value of U is not knowna priori. Furthermore,
they studied adsorption on Pt~111! and did not address CO
on other metal surfaces. In this paper, we demonstrate th
linear relationship exists between the CO chemisorpt
energy and the CO singlet-triplet excitation energy for t
top, bridge, and hollow sites on a variety of metal surfac
Unlike the energetic position of the 2p* orbital, the CO
singlet-triplet excitation energy is rigorously well define
and is accurately computed by coupled-cluster14 and
configuration-interaction ~CI! quantum chemical
calculations.15 Extrapolation ofEchem values to the correc
CO singlet-triplet excitation energy relies only on firs
principles calculations, and yields chemisorption and s
preference energies in excellent agreement with experim
for all systems studied.

II. METHODOLOGY

Calculations are carried out using the PBE GG
exchange-correlation functional5 and norm-conserving opti
mized pseudopotentials16 with the designed nonloca
method17 for metals. All pseudopotentials were construct
using theOPIUM pseudopotential package.18 CO chemisorp-
tion is modeled at 1/4 monolayer coverage on five la
slabs, separated by vacuum, with relaxation allowed in
top two layers. All calculations are done, and tested to
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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converged, using a 43431 grid of Monkhorst-Pack
k-points.19 The Kohn-Sham orbitals are expanded in
plane-wave basis set truncated at either 81 or 50 Ry,
higher cutoff being required in calculations using C and
pseudopotentials with small real-space cutoffs. We calcu
the chemisorption energy for CO adsorbed on the~111!
and ~100! surfaces of Pt, Rh, Pd, and Cu, in three hig
symmetry sites: top, bridge, and hollow. On the~111!
surfaces, adsorption at the fcc hollow site is not report
since it is well known that differences between calcula
fcc and hcp hollow site adsorption energies a
negligible.20,21

We repeat these calculations using different sets of C
O pseudopotentials described in Table I. We use three se
C and O pseudopotentials to calculateEchem at each site on
each surface. To evaluate whether three data points are
equate to describe trends in the chemisorption energies
expand the number of C and O pseudopotential sets to
and repeat the calculations for the hollow site on Pt~111!.
The slope forEchem

GGA versusDES-T is unchanged on going
from three points to five, as is the goodness of fit. Based
this, the remainder of our results use the first three pseu
potential sets.

III. RESULTS

For CO on Pt~111!, our calculations show a linear rela
tionship betweenEchem

hcp and CO DES-T excitation energy
~Fig. 1!, similar to the linear relationship between CO
Pt~111! DEtop-fcc site preference energy and the energy of
CO 2p* for the Pt~111! adsorption observed by Kresse a
co-workers.11 A linear fit also describes well the behavior
chemisorption energies on the seven other substrates
cluded in the present work. Since the CO triplet state
produced by an excitation of an electron from the 5s orbital
to the 2p* orbital, the singlet-triplet excitation energ
is closely related to the 5s-2p* gap and to the position o
the 2p* orbital. This gives rise to a similar linear depen
dence ofEchem on the energy of CO 2p* orbital and on
DES-T.

Coupled-cluster14 and CI ~Ref. 15! quantum chemica
calculations accurately reproduce the experimentalDES-T
of 6.095 eV.22 On the other hand, regardless of th
pseudopotential set, our DFT-GGA calculations alwa

TABLE I. Pseudopotential details. Core radii are inao , plane-
wave cutoffsqc in Ry. All PSPs were created from thes2p2 refer-
ence configuration for carbon and thes2p4 reference configuration
for oxygen. For each pseudopotential set, results from gas-p
molecule calculations for the 2p* energy, as well as the 5s-2p*
gap and the singlet-triplet energy are given, all in eV.

r c
O ,r c

C qc
O ,qc

C E2p* 5s22p* DES-T

PSP 1 0.94,1.09 81,81 22.10 6.91 5.35
PSP 2 1.60,1.49 47,50 21.90 7.01 5.53
PSP 3 1.70,1.49 30,50 21.61 7.35 5.84
PSP 4 1.65,1.49 42,50 21.94 7.04 5.56
PSP 5 1.70,1.49 39,50 21.87 7.09 5.61
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predict aDES-T that is too small. The correct chemisorptio
energyEchem

corr can be obtained by using the relationship b
tween Echem and DES-T and extrapolating to the CIDES-T
value,

Echem
corr 5Echem

GGA1~DES-T
CI 2DES-T

GGA!
dEchem

GGA

dDES-T
GGA

, ~1!

whereDES-T
CI andDES-T

GGA are, respectively, the CI and GG
CO singlet-triplet excitation energies, anddEchem

GGA/dDES-T
GGA is

the slope of the fit ofEchem versusDES-T.
A universal feature of the corrected chemisorption en

gies presented in Table II is that they all indicate wea
chemisorption than the corresponding uncorrected valu
with the Echem

corr values for the preferred site demonstrati
much better agreement with experimentally determined
sorption energies. For example, theEchem

GGA for the experimen-
tally seen CO/Pd~111! hollow site is 1.96 eV, as compared t
1.47–1.53 eV obtained by temperature programmed des
tion measurements.23 This rather large 0.46 eV error is elimi
nated by the use of the extrapolation, withEchem

corr of 1.60 eV,
in very close agreement with experimental results. F
the experimentally observed top site on Cu~111! the results
are less dramatic but still noticeable, withEchem

GGA of 0.746 eV
changed toEchem

corr of 0.621 eV in better agreement wit
the experimental value of 0.49 eV.24 Overall, comparison
of PBE and corrected results shows an improvement fr
0.38 eV ~30%! average overestimation for the PB
functional to 0.16 eV~13%! average error for our correcte
results.

Examination of the data in Table II shows that there is
strong correlation between the magnitude of the correc
and the chemisorption site. This is due to the differe
strengths of the metal-CO interactions in different local g

FIG. 1. Echem
hcp for CO on Pt~111! vs DES-T of CO for five

pseudopotential sets~circles!. Similar clear linear relationships ar
also obtained for other sites and metal surfaces. First-princi
extrapolation procedure:Echem

GGA andDES-T
GGA values are plotted and fi

to a line ~solid!. This line is extended to the abscissa represent
DES-T

CI . The corresponding ordinate value isDEchem
corr . Chemisorp-

tion on the hcp site of Pt~111! is used in this example.

se
1-2
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ometries. While the chemisorption bond is formed throu
both s donation andp* back donation, the contribution o
p* back donation to the adsorption bonding in the syste
considered here is dominant because the fillings of the
transition metals studied here are greater than half.25 The
back-donation mechanism is strongly enhanced by go
from top site to polycoordinated adsorption sites.11,20,26,27

Accordingly, the incorrect DFT-GGADES-T ~or the incorrect
placement of the 2p* orbital! will require the smallest cor-
rection forEchem of the top site, followed by the bridge site

TABLE II. Results of linear regression of chemisorption ener
versus singlet-triplet splitting energy. The smallest correlation co
ficient of all linear fits is greater than 0.95. The DFT-GGA valu
for the chemisorption energies are given, along with the correc
energies obtained by extrapolation. Positive value ofEt-h indicates
that top site is preferred. For each substrate, the site found t
preferred by experiment is marked with an asterisk~* !. Experimen-
tal values forEchem are: 1.43-1.71 for Pt~111!, Refs. 28-30, 1.43-
1.65 for Rh~111!, Refs. 31, 32, 1.47-1.54 for Pd~111!, Refs. 35, 23,
0.46-0.52 for Cu~111!, Refs. 33, 34, 1.62-2.18 for Pt~100!, Refs.
36-38, 1.24-1.65 for Rh~100!, Refs. 39,40, 1.3-1.71 for Pd~100!
Refs. 38,41, and 0.55-0.57 for Cu~100!, Refs. 42, 43.

Site Slope Echem
GGA Echem

corr D

Pt~111! Top* 20.211 1.717 1.560 20.157
Bridge 20.435 1.758 1.433 20.325

hcp 20.532 1.793 1.397 20.396
Et-h 0.321 20.076 0.164 0.240

Rh~111! Top* 20.259 1.866 1.673 20.193
Bridge 20.456 1.920 1.581 20.339

hcp 20.559 2.059 1.644 20.415
Et-h 0.300 20.193 0.030 0.223

Pd~111! Top 20.185 1.385 1.247 20.138
Bridge 20.399 1.784 1.487 20.297
hcp* 20.535 1.962 1.602 20.360
Et-h 0.350 20.577 20.355 0.222

Cu~111! Top* 20.169 0.746 0.621 20.125
Bridge 20.329 0.822 0.576 20.246

hcp 20.375 0.889 0.610 20.279
Et-h 0.206 20.143 0.011 0.154

Pt~100! Top* 20.212 1.954 1.796 20.158
Bridge* 20.422 2.139 1.824 20.315
Hollow 20.607 1.698 1.246 20.452

Et-h 0.395 0.256 0.551 0.295

Rh~100! Top* 20.246 1.905 1.723 20.182
Bridge* 20.427 2.092 1.774 20.318
Hollow 20.651 2.087 1.603 20.484

Et-h 0.405 20.182 0.120 0.302

Pd~100! Top 20.196 1.494 1.348 20.146
Bridge* 20.384 1.927 1.641 20.286
Hollow 20.583 1.937 1.503 20.434

Et-h 0.387 20.443 20.155 0.288

Cu~100! Top* 20.170 0.830 0.703 20.147
Bridge 20.286 0.834 0.620 20.214
Hollow 20.523 0.831 0.441 20.477

Et-h 0.353 20.001 0.262 0.263
16140
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the threefold hcp hollow site on the~111! surfaces and the
fourfold hollow on the~100! surfaces. This ranking is evi
dent in the tabulated results. In the chemical language,
CO bond weakening is smallest for the top site and larg
for the fourfold hollow site.

The DFT-GGA errors in the prediction of the preferre
site are a direct outcome of the unequal treatment of the
bond weakening at the top and hollow sites due to the un
alistically smallDES-T and low 2p* energy. Using our first-
principles extrapolation to eliminate the CO bond weaken
errors, our corrected DFT results give the highest value
Echem

corr for the experimentally observed sites in all cases. F
Pt~111!, our raw DFT data show an incorrect site preferen
with an energy of 0.076 eV. The corrected energies ag
with experimental site preference28–30with an energy differ-
ence of 0.163 eV. Likewise, our raw DFT data disagree w
experimental site preference31,32while our corrected energie
are in agreement. For Cu~111! the use
of the correction gives the experimental site preference,24,33

though the corrected DFT results predict small (<0.1 eV)
differences between the top, bridge and hollow sit
Both the raw DFT and the corrected results for Pd~111! agree
with the site preference observed by experiment.23,34,35Our
corrected results for the~100! surfaces agree with exper
mentally observed preferred adsorption sites for Pt~Refs.
36–38!, Rh ~Refs. 39,40!, Pd ~Refs. 38,41!, and Cu~Refs.
42,43!.

A less exact but simpler correction can be extracted fr
our data and applied to any CO/metal surface system.
data in Table II show that for any given site th
dEchem

GGA/dDES-T
GGA values and the consequent correction e

ergy are fairly constant with scatter of about 0.1 eV acros
range of systems.

As discussed above, the similarities for the same site

FIG. 2. Graphical guide for estimatingEchem
GGA from CO stretch

frequency. Correction energy as a function of the adsorbed
stretch frequency provides a simpler, more user-friendly metho
applying the correction. Lines represent boundaries for sugge
correction values, average correction values for high-symm
sites for our highest quality DFT-GGA results in this study a
shown as circles.
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the differences among the sites are consequences of the
ferent degrees of CO bond weakening. The degree of
bond weakening can be estimated from the frequency shi
adsorbed CO relative to the gas phase CO molecule, w
can be easily calculated for any system. Then the freque
can be compared to those of top~typically
2000–2100 cm21), bridge (1850–1950 cm21), hcp
(1750–1800 cm21) or fourfold hollow (1600–1700 cm21)
sites and a corresponding correction applied.

For example, for CO adsorption on Ni~111!, DFT-GGA
calculations with PBE or PW91 functionals find th
preferred site to be hcp or fcc,44 in agreement with experi
mental results.45 However, theEchem are in 1.9–2.0 eV
range, in contrast to experimentalEchem of 1.12–1.55 eV.
Since the hollow site CO/Ni~111! stretch frequency of
1800 cm21 ~Ref. 44! is similar to the 1830 cm21 frequency
for CO on Pd~111! hollow site,21 we expect theEchemerror to
be similar, and the corrected value ofEchem is about
1.55 eV, in much better agreement with experimental resu
A graphical representation of the suggested correction
Echem as a function of CO stretch frequency is given
Fig. 2.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the chemisorption energies of
adsorbed on metal surfaces depend linearly on gas-p
CO singlet-triplet splitting. The difference between the hig
level quantum chemistry coupled-cluster/CI and DFT-GG
16140
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singlet-triplet excitation energies can then be used
extrapolate to chemisorption energies with the CO er
removed. The corrected values are in good agreem
with experimental results. The correction also elimina
the GGA errors in site preference. We find a strong corre
tion between the amount of CO bond breaking and
correction magnitude. This suggests that an estimate
the GGA error due to the incorrect description of C
electronic structure can be readily obtained through
frequency shift of adsorbed CO at any site on a metal s
face. The demonstrated method should be applicable to v
ous adsorption systems where the charge transfer respon
for chemisorption is sensitive to the adsorbate electro
structure.
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